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The Goddess of Witches, Queen of Shades and Shadows, and the ever-eternal Dark Muse â€“

Hekate, Fair Queen of the Shadow-Lands, haunts the pages of this poetic devotional, enchanting

those who love Her with the charm only this Dark Goddess can bring. Join in the journey as we

meet Hekate, Queen of Sorcery, in the realms of Dream and Enchantment, weaving magic through

the Worlds â€“ Seen and Unseen. We take flight to the Lands Eternal in this part devotional, part

grimoire and learn how to venerate this Great Goddess of antiquity and connect with the Spirits of

the Shadow-Landsâ€¦
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Given the title, what is clear from the start is the author's love for her subject. In fact, the book itself

is an act of pure devotion...one in which she shares whole heartedly with the reader from start to

finish in this Pagan Portals series from Moon Books.We are never in doubt of the Witch in Vivienne

Moss as she leads the reader quite magically, beyond the veil and over the (h)edge to a place

between the worlds... where Hekate is.Here, the Goddess of Witches waits at the Crossroads ready

to open the gate and lift the veil to those brave enough to enter Her domain.It is an account of a

deeply personal journey into these Shadow-Lands where the writer surpasses the confines of

academia and historic tradition to a place where she experiences the spiritual energy of the Dark

Muse. Her muse.When one is so inspired by their own perception of the divine and can write about



it with love and passion - they are standing in their truth and that is a place of power.The reader is

drawn into this place whether he knows it or not and can't help but be part of that shared

experience. The more magically aware the reader is, the more they will receive what the writer has

transmitted through the power of the word. It is how the Great Work is done.The canny Witch knows

this and Vivienne Moss knows this. It is clear to see throughout the book. It is not a book for the faint

hearted and it is not a book for anyone on the lookout for a quick magical fix.It is a book of Magic

which goes deeper than the surface of any 'how-to' compilation...it cuts to the blood and bone of the

earthly experience and enters the unearthly. The world of Hekate and the world of its writer.The

reader will be touched by both.
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